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rnGeneral Comment

ID: NRC-2009-0552-0026
I oppose the relicensing of these reactors at Diablo Canyon.

The existence of serious earthquakes in California is sufficient enough that these reactors should
never have opened. They certainly shouldn't be relicensed..

There is not only a direct risk to the nuclear power station, but road infrastructure failure can keep

backup and emergency workers from arriving.

Even if the reactor survives there may not be workers.

The SAFER program has been shown by the NRC to be a ridiculous "comedy" of errors and the
location is not near Diablo. They ultimately want to depend upon the Military-National Guard,
who will have other things to do. Katrina gives a heads up of what can be expected from the other
branches of the Federal Government.

There is also a major fire risk.

The piping is apparently not up to earthquake standards.

An accident at Diablo will contaminate much of the US and Canada and kill many. If Fukushima
doesn't finish off the Pacific, it will.
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Do you know that if you kill ocean plankton there won't be oxygen to breathe?

If you wish to downplay the risk through collusion with PG&E you can't change reality.

Much of America's food comes from California. The FDA "standards" are the highest in the world
and will result in high cancer rates from food alone. Where will you get clean food? From
Fukushima?

Why are you hiding comments? There is great opposition to this and almost no new comments
posted.

That you are even considering relicensing Diablo proves that you are stark raving mad and/or
diabolic-evil with intent to murder. What else to expect from an agency that proposes that the
"safe" limit of radiation be raised to be 400 times that allowed by the US EPA, and 100 times the
current NRC "limit", thus guaranteeing cancer for everyone.

Chickens will come home to roost soon. A US nuclear accident is imminent and it's not upping the
dose you consider safe by 100 fold, as you plan, which will change reality. While I predict that you
won't get by with these cons much longer, if you do you will still have to be accountable when you
die. So, it's best to repent now, come clean, and stop this relicensing and all of the other financial
and health crimes. There's no forgiveness without repentance. You appear hell-bent to roast and
toast America with radiation. Do you want to roast and toast in hell when you die, as well?
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